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Abstract. The suitability of carbon/carbon as material for hot pressing moulds has been investigated in comparison to conventional graphite moulds. Various alloys like bronze, cobalt and tungsten carbide have been sintered. The quality of the sinter parts has been determined by tests of the Rockwell hardness and density measurements. These investigations have shown that carbon/carbon moulds can be more advantageous for hot pressing techniques than graphite moulds.

Introduction

Carbon/carbon is a high temperature material with better specific mechanical properties than graphite which is commonly used for hot pressing techniques. Therefore parameter studies have been performed to substitute graphite parts of a hot pressing mould by carbon/carbon.

The object was to investigate the suitability of carbon/carbon for hot pressing moulds. Comparative sinter experiments have been performed to demonstrate the influence of various sinter temperatures and different chemical conditions on the quality of the sintered parts. The suitability of carbon/carbon will be discussed from the viewpoint of the quality of the sintered parts, life-time of the mould, temperature distribution within the mould, failure probability and economic aspects.

Test methods and materials

The experiments have been performed with a commercially available hot-press (DSP 25, Dr. Fritsch KG). Sinter parameters, mould material as well as the quality requirements are given in table 1.

The quality of the sintered segments was determined by the Rockwell hardness according DIN 50103 and by density measurements. The weight-loss and failure of the moulds was taken as a measure about their life-time. The temperature distribution within the mould was controlled with 6 thermocouples.

3. Results

Some results of the parameter study are compiled in table 2. In case of carbon/carbon moulds the number of segments is higher as in case of electrographite moulds. However, the plate thickness for carbon/carbon was not yet optimized. This increased number of segments is caused by the higher specific properties of carbon/carbon resulting in thinner separator-, side- or end-plates of the mould.

The optimum sinter pressure was independent from the mould material. Variations of the sinter pressure have shown no influence on quality and homogeneity of the segments for optimized sinter temperatures. In case of the bronze alloy neither the sinter pressure nor the sinter temperature was modified due to a complete fulfill of the quality requirements.

However, the quality of the sintered parts is strongly influenced by the sinter temperature. In case of cobalt alloys the optimum temperature for the carbon/carbon mould is 40 °C higher, whereas tungsten carbide could be sintered at the same optimum sinter temperatures.

The influence of the sinter temperatures on the quality of the segments is also reflected in the inhomogeneity. The temperature distribution within the mould determines the homogeneity of the segments. Lower temperature distribution results in a lower standard deviation of the physical properties of the sintered parts. Therefore, more homogenous segments have been obtained with carbon/carbon moulds in case of cobalt alloys. Whereas in case of bronze and tungsten carbide electrographite moulds are superior.

As can be seen, the quality requirements are fulfilled completely in case of bronze, whereas in case of cobalt alloys one segment per sinter process in the electrographite mould had to be rejected due to the insufficient temperature distribution (table 2).
In contrary to the carbon/carbon-material the failure probability of electrographite parts is significant higher especially for separator-plates and graphite stems. The failure of the electrographite parts was always combined with a nonusable segment. These segment resulted in a negligible failure probability of the mould and therefore in a tremendous decrease of useless segments. Furthermore a gain in energy and time resulted by the use of carbon/carbon as mould material under lab-conditions.

The parameter study under lab-conditions has shown clearly that carbon/carbon can be applied for hot pressing techniques as substitute of conventional electrographite. The superior mechanical properties of carbon/carbon resulted in a neglectable failure probability of the mould and therefore in a tremendous decrease of useless segments. Furthermore a gain in energy and time resulted by the use of carbon/carbon as mould material under lab-conditions.

A realistic estimation of the economic viewpoints must take into account the behaviour of carbon/carbon moulds under tests in praxis. The higher material prices of carbon/carbon moulds must be justified by an increase of life-time and a more economic sinter process under praxis conditions. The problems of handling, deforming, reproducibility of segment sizes and surface qualities in praxis are unknown and have to be investigated.

First tests in praxis have shown that carbon/carbon can be used for hot pressing moulds in some cases. However, often the life-time of the carbon/carbon parts can be limited by their surface quality, chemical attack of oxidizing components of the sinter powder, impregnation of carbon/carbon with liquid sinter components and by improper handling. Some of these problems in technique can be solved by increasing the possibilities of potential applications of carbon/carbon hot pressing moulds.
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